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Outline 

 The concept of solidarity and its historical journey 

 

 Solidarity as a political good: how can it be 
“produced”? 

 

 The political production of solidarity within the EU 

 

 The key role of leadership 
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Political obligation 

 

Interest            Solidarity         Community 

 

Altruism 

The solidarity and sharing compasses 

 Some consent, bonds, 
reciprocity, compulsion, 
justification, benevolence 

 For pooling/allocating 
(redistributing) 

 Some resources, opportunities 

 With a view to equalizing life 
chances with the polity 
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Law                                             Morals 

                           Sharing  

Ethicity                                       Solidarity 

 



The historical sequence 

Premodern polities  ethicity-based sharing within pre-political/traditional communities 

Early modern polities  first public sharing based on conditional benevolence-cum-domination 

Market society  commodification   disruption of pre-political communities  brotherhood 

(fraternité) 

Democratic citizenship  solidarity-based, politically organized social sharing  

Habermas: “Solidarity refers to a shared interest (inclusive of one’s own interest) for the integrity 

of a common form of political life”.  

link between sharing and political justice; future oriented “project”, active commitment 

Integrity: unity, authenticity, soundness 
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The welfare state journey 

State-building  sovereign territorial order (compulsion, closure, bounding) 

 

Market-building  economic order for want satisfaction (resources, opportunities, life 
chancen) 

 

Nation-building  cultural identity (bonding, justifications) 

 

Democracy-building  political participation (consent, legitimation) 

 

Solidarity-building  social sharing (reciprocity, benevolence, binding) 

 

The “bounding-bonding-binding”  nexus 
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The institutional lexicon of politically 
organized, solidarity-based social sharing 

 Compulsory social insurance 

 social assistance  

 public services/benefits 

 social contributions  

 mutualism  

 universalism 

 social cohesion 

 

organized social sharing= key political good  

(political good: instrumental for the achieving of all other final goods, 
essential for stability/cooperation, must be produced by political authorities) 
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The political production of organized 
solidarity 

 Bottom-up process: demand from societal interests 
contending among each others to acquire sharing 
entitlements (in a context of diffuse legitimation for the 
regime/community: survival/stability/order) 

 

 Top-down:  creation/maintenance of sharing entitlements by 
political authorities competing among each other for supports 
(general responsibility for the regime/community: 
survival/stability/order) 
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Democratic political production 

political authorities 
binding decisions (rights as 

guaranteed powers) 

support 
voters – citizens 

social elites 

responsibility 

legitimation 



  
Enter European Integration  

 

 De-bounding (territorial/functional; “opening”) 

 New economic order (single market  resources, opportunities, life chancen) 

 Some state-building (limited and “secondary” sovereignty) 

 Very weak community building (thin identity, weak bonding, weak justification) 

 Thin democratic citizenship (limited participation, weak consent) 

 Some solidarity-building (collective allocations –cohesion-, no supranational individual 

entitlements, only some transnational “parasitic” entitlements; soft law) 

  

No link between solidarity and political justice 

EMU + crisis  more inequality within and between MS, erosion of solidarity and legitimacy 
(generalized, diffuse) 
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Democratic political production 

political authorities 
binding decisions (rights as 

guaranteed powers) 

support 
voters – citizens 

social elites 

responsibility 

legitimation 



Needed: responsible leadership 

 No bottom up demand for supranational sharing (collective allocations and 

transnational entitlements increasingly contentious ) 

 Top down efforts to re-organise social sharing as a fundamental political good for 

the EU 

 With the erosion of diffuse  legitimation, the only incentive is political 

responsibility vis-à-vis the survival of the EU qua political association 

 Farsighted political investment  in EU-building  drawing on domestic “credit” and  

mobilizing available symbolic, economic and coercive resources.  

 Political product:  a European Social Union 
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